Zeptomole Biosensing of DNA with Flexible Selectivity Based on Acoustic Levitation of a Single Microsphere Binding Gold Nanoparticles by Hybridization.
A novel scheme for DNA sensing at the zeptomole level is presented, based on the levitation of a single microsphere in a combined acoustic-gravitational (CAG) field. The levitation of a microsphere in the field is predominantly determined by its density. Capture and reporter probe DNAs are anchored on poly(methyl methacrylate) microsphere (PMMA) and gold nanoparticles (AuNPs), respectively, and a target DNA induces the binding of AuNPs on PMMA. This interparticle sandwich DNA-hybridization induces density increase in PMMA, which is detected as a shift in the levitation coordinate in the CAG field. The reporter DNAs are designed based on base-pair (bp) number selectivity, which is evaluated using direct interparticle hybridization between DNA-bound PMMA and complementary DNA-anchored AuNPs. Interestingly, the bp-number selectivity can be enlarged by lowering the reactant concentrations. Thus, the threshold bp, at which no density change is detected, can be adjusted by controlling the reactant concentrations. This strategy is extended to the sensing of HIV-2 DNA and single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) detection of the KRAS gene by sandwich hybridization. In SNP detection, the present method selectively distinguishes wild-type DNA from mutant DNA differing by one nucleotide in the 21-nucleotide sequence by optimizing the lengths of probe DNAs and particle concentrations. This approach allows the detection of 1000 DNA molecules.